Interstellar scattering causes pulsar profiles to grow asymmetrically, thus affecting the pulsar timing residuals, and is strongest at lower frequencies. Different Interstellar medium models predict different frequency (ν) and dispersion measure (DM) dependencies for the scattering time-scale τ sc . For Gaussian inhomogeneity the expected scaling relation is τ sc ∝ ν −4 DM 2 , while for a Kolmogorov distribution of irregularities, the expected relation is τ sc ∝ ν −4.4 DM 2.2 . Previous scattering studies show a wide range of scattering index across all ranges of DM. A scattering index below 4 is believed to be either due to limitations of the underlying assumptions of the thin screen model or an anisotropic scattering mechanism. We present a study of scattering for seven nearby pulsars (DM < 50 pc cm −3 ) observed at low frequencies (10 − 88 MHz), using the first station of the Long Wavelength Array (LWA1). We examine the scattering spectral index and DM variation over a period of about three years. The results yield insights into the small-scale structure of ISM as well as the applicability of the thin screen model for low DM pulsars.
Introduction
The interstellar medium (ISM) consists of an ionized and turbulent plasma which causes a delay in time and variations in the phase of radio signals. The subsequent interference gives rise to a diffraction pattern and broadens the apparent size of a source. Some observable ISM effects are dispersion, scattering, angular broadening, and interstellar scintillation. The dispersion causes a delay between the pulse arrival times of the upper and lower ends of a broadband pulsar signal. The scattering of a pulse signal causes temporal broadening, making average profiles grow asymmetrically broader at lower frequencies (e.g. Lohmer et al. 2001 Lohmer et al. , 2004 Lewandowski et al. 2013 Lewandowski et al. , 2015 . Pulsars are compact sources and emit short periodic pulses making them good sources for studying and understanding these propagation effects.
This model considers an isotropic homogeneous turbulent medium. For Gaussian inhomogeneity (Cronyn 1970; Lang 1971) , the scaling relation is:
while for a purely Kolmogorov distribution of inhomogeneities (Romani et al. 1986) , the expected relation is:
In both Equation 1 and 2, ν and DM are frequency and dispersion measure, respectively. The DM is given by n e dl, where n e is the electron density and dl is the path length along the line of sight (LOS). Measurements of DM have helped us understand the distribution of free electrons and estimate pulsar distances in our Galaxy (Cordes & Lazio 2002; Yu et al. 2017 ).
The amount of observed scattering can be estimated by assuming a spectrum of electron density fluctuations. A simple power-law model is given by:
where q is the amplitude of a three dimensional wavenumber and C 2 ne is the fluctuation strength along a given LOS. The above simplification is valid when the inverse of wave-number q (1/q) is much larger than the inner scale, and much lower than the outer scale Lambert & Rickett (1999) . The value of β ranges between 2 and 4 and is related to the scattering spectral index via:
This simplified version of the scattering strength (Equation 3) may not be valid for real cases which are difficult to predict since we do not have information about the inner/outer scales. When the diffractive scale drops below the inner scale, the dependence becomes quadratic. This change in diffractive scale with observing frequency leads to flatter spectra in comparison to the theoretical value at lower frequencies (see Rickett et al. 2009; Lewandowski et al. 2015) .
In previous scattering studies, while the average value of α seems to agree with the theoretical models, for individual pulsars large deviations have been detected across all ranges of DM (Lewandowski et al. 2015) . For large DMs (> 300 pc cm −3 ), Lohmer et al. (2001) report a mean value for α of 3.400 ± 0.013 obtained from frequencies between 600 MHz and 2.7 GHz. The authors explain that this could be due to the presence of multiple screens between the pulsar and the observer. Lewandowski et al. (2013 Lewandowski et al. ( , 2015 report α in the range of 2.61 − 5.61, obtained for a sample of 60 pulsars. They also see α values below 2.61 but discarded them due to poor data quality. Geyer & Karastergiou (2016) simulated anisotropicaly scattered data and fit it with the isotropic model which results in α values less than the theoretically predicted values as well as the effect of non-circular scattering screens leading to low α values (∼ 2.9). Scattering spectra with α < 4 have been interpreted as a limitation of assumptions underlying the thin scattering model. Plausible deviations from the thin screen assumptions include a truncated scattering screen (Cordes & Lazio 2001) , the impact of an inner cut-off scale (Rickett et al. 2009) , and anisotropic scattering mechanisms (Stinebring et al. 2001 ).
Moreover, ISM scattering accounts for one of the largest time-varying sources of noise in timing residuals of pulsars, which are used by pulsar timing arrays (PTAs) to detect gravitational waves from supermassive binary black holes (for more details see Shannon et al. 2015; Ferdman et al. 2010; Arzoumanian et al. 2018) . Despite pulsars exhibiting steep spectra which imply higher flux at lower frequencies (Sieber 1973) , a large population of pulsars at lower frequencies are marginalized from the PTA analysis, where dispersion and scattering effects are greatest. These reasons further motivate us to undertake a study of propagation effects with pulsars at low frequencies. In this paper we focus on the scattering effects for a sample of pulsars observed at low frequencies (10 − 88 MHz), using the first station of the Long Wavelength Array (LWA1). We examine the scaling relations for scattering with time and frequency. We model for both the frequency dependence of the scattering time as well as the DM since α depends on both.
This paper has been organized in the following manner. In Section 2 we describe our observations and preliminary data reduction; in Section 3, we describe the scattering analysis methods. In Section 4, we describe our results for our sample of seven pulsars and Section 5 contains a detailed discussion and comparison with previous observations.
Observations
The LWA1 (Taylor et al. 2012 ) is a radio telescope array located near the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array in central New Mexico. It consists of 256 dual-polarized dipole antennas operating in the frequency range 10 − 88 MHz. The outputs of the dipoles can be formed into four fully independent dual-polarization beams such that each beam has two independent frequency tunings (chosen from the range 10 − 88 MHz) with a bandwidth of up to 19.6 MHz in each tuning. The ability of the LWA1 to observe multiple frequencies simultaneously provides a powerful tool for studying frequency dependence of pulsar profiles (Ellingson et al. 2013 ). At these low frequencies, the pulses experience scattering and dispersion effects to a much greater extent than at higher frequency. Thus, the LWA1 can be used to make very precise measurements of these effects for studying the ISM properties.
The LWA Pulsar Data Archive 1 (Stovall et al. 2015) contains reduced data products for over 100 pulsars (Stovall et al., in prep) observed since 2011. The data products used for this study are produced by coherently de-dispersing and folding the raw LWA data using DSPSR 2 . We used archival observations at four frequency bands: 35.1, 49.8, 64.5, and 79.2 MHz. The archival data have already been corrected for DM effects via coherent de-dispersion, and consist of 4096 phase bins for each of 512 spectral channels. The data are saved in the form of 30-second sub-integrations.
We excise RFI using a median zapping algorithm that removes data points with intensity more than six times compared to the median within a range of frequency channels. These files are then further reduced in two ways, one is to obtain total average profiles with two to four channels (depending on the signal to noise ratio of a pulsar) for scattering studies and the other with eight channels for obtaining the pulse time of arrivals (TOAs) for measuring the DM variation over time. For scattering study, we reduce the number of phase bins to 256 to smooth the average profiles. These tasks are performed using the PSRCHIVE command pam (van Straten et al. 2012) . We also remove the baseline from the observed profiles and then normalize them by their peak amplitude. Stovall et al. (2015) . Values for the Distance, P M RA and P M Dec have been obtained from ATNF 3 pulsar catalogue.
In our preliminary study of scattering, we obtain archival data for seven pulsars (Table 1) for all the available epochs since the commission of LWA1. For each pulsar, we split each frequency band into two channels except for two pulsars: PSR B1822−09 and PSR B1839+56. For PSR B1822−09 we have used four channels to compare our results with previous studies by Krishankumar et al. (2015) . In case of PSR B1839+56, we have reduced the data to four channels to improve our sample size as the S/N at higher frequency bands (64.5 and 79.2 MHz) is poor. The analyzed frequency range was cut for all the pulsars with regard to full LWA capabilities due to S/N issues coming from the shape of pulsar spectra and/or sensitivity. We list center frequencies used for each pulsar in Table 2 .
These seven pulsars were previously noted to have profile shapes below 100 MHz that are consistent with the effects of interstellar scattering (Stovall et al. 2015) and we follow the same data reduction procedure for all of them (see Section 3).
Analysis
After obtaining the average profiles for each pulsar, we follow the same technique as reported in Krishankumar et al. (2015, hereafter, KK15) to model scattering on this dataset. This formulation is based on the simple thin screen model (Williamson 1972) . The observed pulse profile can be expressed as a convolution of the frequency dependent intrinsic pulse P i (t, ν) with the impulse response, characterizing the pulse scatter broadening in the ISM, s(t) the dispersion smear across the narrow spectral channel D(t), and the instrumental impulse response, I(t). This results in P (t) = P i (t, ν) * s(t) * D(t) * I(t), where * denotes convolution. Following the same analysis as in KK15, we ignore the effect of I(t) as our instrument is stable in time on the timescale of each observation. D(t) can also be ignored as we use coherent dedispersion which corrects for dispersion smearing in the narrow spectral channel.
Intrinsic Pulse Model
The average pulse profile of a pulsar varies intrinsically with frequency in the number of components, their width, amplitude ratio, and separation between them. Hence, it is important to account for frequency dependent effects. Since the intrinsic pulse profile of a pulsar is unknown, we obtain an expected intrinsic profile model (IPM) at our frequency of interest using higher frequency average profiles for each source in Table 1 . We assume the effects of scattering at higher frequencies are too small to affect the pulse shape. Average profiles at multiple frequencies enable us to obtain frequency dependent variation in the parameters affecting the pulse shape. For the IPM, we obtain average pulse profiles at frequencies ranging between ∼ 100 − 410 MHz from the European Pulsar Network (EPN 4 ). However, if one of the profiles in the above frequency range has poor signal to noise ratio (S/N) or two average profiles are close in frequency (143 and 151 MHz), it is difficult to accurately determine the frequency evolution. In such cases, we either consider no frequency evolution (see Table 2 ) or include our 79.2 MHz data (highest central frequency in the LWA1 band) depending on its S/N. Differences in these average profiles apart from the intrinsic frequency effects of interest can also stem from different telescopes, instrumentation, observation date, and duration.
We model these profiles using a sum of Gaussians as explained in Kramer (1994) . The number of Gaussian components increases with each iteration and is limited to a maximum of five. We use various criteria to limit the number of Gaussian components, for example, the iteration stops when the amplitude of the residual maxima is < 5% of maximum peak intensity or the chi-square value increases with the addition of a new Gaussian component.
We assume that the number of components does not change within the selected range of frequencies (79.2 − 410 MHz). Once we obtain a set of Gaussian parameters for a profile at one of the frequencies (preferably LOFAR high band since it offers high S/N), we use these parameters as an initial condition and apply them to rest of the frequency profiles. We then fit for changes in the main component width based on a power law in frequency (for the list of parameters, see Table 2 ), as pulsars have broader pulse profiles at lower frequencies (Lyne & Graham Smith 2006) . We also assume that spacing between the components and their relative amplitudes do not vary within our frequency selection. We consider the radius-to-frequency mapping only for the pulse width. Two pulsars (PSR B0329+54 & PSR B0919+06) in our sample have more than two components which makes determining the evolution of the component separation very complicated. In order to have consistent analysis we refrain from applying radius-to-frequency mapping for the remaining pulsars. Table 2 : This table lists the range of epochs that have been included in this study for each pulsar; the number of Gaussian components; list of frequencies used for each pulsar, and frequency modeling parameters for the main component width to obtain the IPM given by a×ν b (discussed in Section 3.1).
IPM Frequency Parameters

Pulse Broadening
From the high-frequency models described above, we derive the frequency dependence and a new IPM is obtained for all the LWA1 center frequencies separately. The IPM is convolved with an exponential function with a scattering time (τ sc ) to obtain a template. This new template is a function of relative flux, phase offset, and scattering timescale. We then use a least square fitting algorithm to fit the template to the observed pulse profiles. This fitting uses the standard deviation of observed pulse profile as the uncertainty and estimates error bars on the fitting parameters. We assume that error on the template is negligible compared to the uncertainty in the data and will not affect the fitting parameters. To align the pulse phase of the template and data, we use a low pass filtering technique to smooth the data. To do this, we first calculate the Fourier transform of the average profile. Then we filter out all the frequencies > 30% of the maximum frequency (fmax) and rescale the intensities for frequencies between 20 − 30% of fmax by (N − n i )/N where n i is the index of the frequency point and N is the total number of points within the specified frequency range. Intensities at frequency < 10% of the fmax are scaled by 1. We include these two frequency ranges to avoid sharp edges. We then take the inverse Fourier transform of the filtered profile and use that to find the peak location. Since this filters out all the high Fourier frequencies, noise interferes less with determining the phase of the peak.
We plot the fitting examples for PSR B2217+47 at all six frequencies in Figure 1 to demonstrate our procedure. As can be seen, our templates (Figure 1 ) fit the observed dataset with a reduced chi-square in the range of 1 − 3 for all frequencies. Similarly, we have obtained an IPM for all the pulsars in our sample and used them to fit our observations.
DM Variation
Since the scattering time can be related to DM (see Equation 1 and 2) along the LOS, it is important to study if there are any variations in DM over the duration of our observations. For our study, we measure δDM using the pulsar timing software TEMPO 5 DMX parameters. These measure an offset of DM from a fiducial value for multiple epochs each having a specified time span. We used a time span of about three years.
For the DM analysis, the number of frequency channels in the archive files is reduced to eight for each epoch at two frequencies, 64.5 and 79.2 MHz, using the PSRCHIVE task pam. We only use the higher frequencies since they have a better S/N. The TOAs for these profiles are obtained using pat (a PSRCHIVE algorithm). For the timing model, we first apply ephemeris changes using the task pam to make sure that all of the epochs have the same ephemeris, and then average profiles across all the epochs for each frequency using psradd, followed by smoothing the profile using psrsmooth. We then align the 64.5 MHz and 79.2 MHz pulse models, before obtaining the TOAs. We have converted the TOAs to the solar system barycentre using the DE405 model (Standish 1998) . The time difference between the observed TOA and the timing model gives timing residuals for each observation. We combine these timing residuals from both the frequencies into one file and fit for the above-listed parameters.
Results
We have studied scattering in seven pulsars using the LWA1 data. Below we discuss our results for each pulsar individually.
PSR B0329+54
PSR B0329+54 is known to have 9 emission components, one of the highest number of components for any pulsar (Gangadhara and Gupta 2001). We have used four components where the amplitude of these components is above 5% of the main component amplitude. The frequency evolution for the main component has been obtained from three frequencies: 79.2, 143, and 408 MHz (obtained from EPN).
We have plotted α, τ sc , δDM, and the solar elongation angle in Figure 3 . The measured median α value is 4.05 ± 0.14. This estimate is in agreement with the prediction of the Gaussian distribution where the α value is expected to be 4.0. The fitting to the α value over time yields a slope equal to 0.13 ± 0.11 year −1 . This is consistent with there being little or no variation in the scattering index with time.
PSR B0329+54 has been found to have periodic variation in its timing residuals with two different periods likely due to the presence of potential planets (Starovoit & Rodin 2017) in its orbit. This contributes to the timing noise, hence, we have obtained the DM values for this pulsar in a slightly different manner. Instead of fitting for δDM across all epochs simultaneously, we have fit for each epoch individually. Figure 3 (b) shows the variation in δDM values with an overall change of about 0.0015 pc cm −3 over a span of about 3 years. These variations do not correlate with the solar elongation angle (Figure 3c ) where the trend is periodic. We do not expect this pulsar to exhibit variation in DM due to the solar wind since the closest distance of approach is 34.2 • .This pulsar is also known to exhibit mode switching (Chen et al. 2011) , where the relative amplitude of the component changes and the total pulse width becomes narrower as the profile components change their phases. These mode changes are simultaneous across frequency but non-uniform (Bartel et al. 1981) , hence, will introduce a frequency-dependent variation in timing residuals. Apart from mode change, it is also known to have planets in its orbit which will again affect the timing residuals. Hence, this apparent variation in δDM is not due to any physical change in ISM, but instead the high timing noise of this pulsar.
PSR B0823+26
PSR B0823+26 pulse profile consists of a main pulse, post-cursor, and an inter-pulse (Rankin and Rathnasree 1995) . The amplitude of both inter-pulse and post-cursor is less than 5% of the main pulse. However, we note there are two additional wing components on both sides of the main pulse that are above 5% of the main pulse's amplitude at 143 MHz and 151 MHz. It is difficult to obtain frequency dependency from only these two nearby frequencies especially when it involves multiple components. Hence, for the IPM, we have used the profile at 151 MHz and considered no frequency evolution.
This pulsar is known to exhibit nulling, detected in LOFAR observations (Sobey et al. 2015) , which causes several observations without any pulse, hence, have been excluded from this analysis. We have plotted the α and DM values over time in Figure 4 top and bottom plots, respectively. The estimated median α value for this pulsar is 1.55 ± 0.09, which is quite small in comparison to the expected theoretical value. We fit a trend to the α values over time and have found the slope value to be −0.16 ± 0.13 year −1 . This is consistent with there being little or no variation in the scattering index over time.
From the δDM plot (Figure 4b ), we see a periodic variation of ∼ 1.7 × 10 −3 pc cm −3 over a period of about half a year. This periodicity in DM can be attributed to the solar wind, due to its close proximity to the Sun (Figure 4c ). The closest distance of approach for this pulsar is about 7 • .
B0919+06
The number of components in B0919+06 is a matter of some debate since this pulsar is known to exhibit abnormal emission which causes flares a few degrees in phase before the normal emission (Rankin et al. 2006; Han et al. 2016) . The timescale of this emission is about 15 seconds and expected to occur once in 1000 pulses. Since for our analysis we average an hour long archival observation in time, we do not detect it. The Gaussian fitting of the 135 MHz profile yields three components and the 408 MHz profile shows only two components, where the post-cursor component is missing. Due to this we only derive the IPM from 135 MHz with no frequency evolution. Since 135 MHz is closer to the frequencies we are working with as compared to 408 MHz which is six times larger. This provides us best possible fits for this pulsar.
The average α value is 2.88 ± 0.18. The slope value is −0.28 ± 0.15 year −1 . The epochs ranging from MJD 57744 to 57903, either have poor data quality or fewer number of frequencies, hence, have not been included in the fitting plot. For B0919+06, the scattering time (∼ 5 ms) is small in comparison to PSR B2217+47 and B0329+49 (∼ 30 ms) at the frequencies of LWA1. This could imply that pulsars with similar DM values (PSR B0329+54) have different scattering timescales, as it also depends on the location of a source in the galaxy.
This pulsar appears to have a steep spectrum at the LWA frequencies and, consequently, the S/N deteriorates when we go towards the higher end of the spectrum. Hence, we ignore the last channel (84.1 MHz) for scattering index estimation. For some of the epochs, the average profile fits poorly with the model for the mid-range frequencies and we get a lower scatter timescale for a higher frequency. It seems that this may be attributed to the error in τ sc and these error bars may be underestimated.
The δDM plot ( Figure 5c ) exhibits variation over time with no overall change in δDM value. The minimum solar elongation angle for this pulsar is 8.36
• . Thus, we expect the variation in δDM due to the solar winds ( Figure 5c ) to be periodic which does not align with our δDM observations. This pulsar is known to show variation in the frequency derivative (Perera et al. 2014) . The observed trend in δDM can, therefore, be explained as a combined effect of both the solar wind and the varying frequency derivative.
PSR B1822−09
PSR B1822−09 is a single component pulsar. We have obtained frequency evolution from these four frequencies: 87, 149, 400, and 408 MHz. For this pulsar, we have reduced the data to four channels instead of 2 to compare our results with Krishnakumar et al. (2017) (hereafter, KK17 and see Section 5.1), as they also reduced it to four channels for their analysis. We have plotted α, δDM, and relative solar distance over the observation time in Figure 6 . The median α value is 4.18 ± 0.13. This value falls in the range of both the Kolmogorov and Gaussian models. The scattering index remains constant over the duration of our observations with a slope equal to 0.11 ± 0.25 year −1 .
PSR B1822−09 is a nearby pulsar with a DM of 19.38 pc cm −3 (Table 1) . Its minimum solar elongation angle is about 13 degrees. As can be seen in the Figure 6c , there is an overall increment in δDM value of 4.8 × 10 −3 pc cm −3 over a span of about three years. Additionally, there are smooth rises and dips with a magnitude of 2.4 × 10 −3 over a span of 167 days, which are due to change in the solar separation angle. The transverse speed of 22 km s −1 , implying that LOS of this pulsar remains the same. The overall increase in δDM implies turbulence in the ISM along the LOS. Since the LOS remains the same, the scattering index remains constant
B1839+56
PSR B1839+56 is another single component pulsar. We have derived the IPM using 143 MHz profile. Due to poor S/N at 79.2 MHz, we were unable to obtain frequency evolution for this pulsar. We have plotted the α, δDM values, and relative solar distance for this pulsar in Figure  7 . The median value of α is 2.70 ± 0.16. The α remain mostly constant with an estimated slope of 0.10 ± 0.05 year −1 .
The δDM values for B1839+56 are small compared (of the order of 10 −4 pc cm −3 ) to the other pulsars (of the order of 10 −3 pc cm −3 ) discussed in this paper. Also, these error bars are comparable to the variation in δDM , thus, implying insignificant variation in DM over time.
B1842+14
This is a double component pulsar at LWA frequencies. The IPM has been obtained using the LOFAR data at 143 MHz and the LWA profile at 79.2 MHz. We only use frequency evolution of the main component as discussed in Section 3.1. We have plotted α, τ sc at 69.4 MHz, δDM, and relative solar distance in Figure 8 . The median α value is 3.24 ± 0.11. The α remains constant over the duration of our observations with a fitted slope value equal to 0.09 ± 0.12 year −1 .
From the δDM plot (Figure 8c ), we see a moderately constant δDM until epoch MJD 57756 and a linear change of 5.8 × 10 −3 pc cm −3 over 455 days. This does not correlate with the solar elongation angle and the closest angular distance of this pulsar to the Sun is about 37 • , which is too far away to affect the DM significantly. The transverse velocity of this pulsar is about 365 km s −1 (Table 1) , which would affect the LOS, hence, the δDM. We note that this change in LOS does not affect scattering index.
B2217+47
PSR B2217+47 is typically known to have a single component below 300 MHz (Kuzmin et al. 1998) , however, recently it was found to have an additional component (Pilia et al. 2016 ). This component changes its relative position to the main component over time (Michilli et al. 2018 ). Since we do not have all the frequency data for the same epoch, we choose to ignore this component and only use the main component for IPM. We obtain the frequency evolution of the pulse component using 79.2, 143, and 151 MHz. This pulsar also has the highest S/N in our sample (Stovall et al. 2015) .
For PSR B2217+47, we have plotted α values for all epochs to see if there is any variation over time (Figure 9a ). The median α is 3.58 ± 0.10. The green dotted line represents the linear fit with an estimated slope of −0.44 ± 0.10 year −1 , which implies a decrement in α at a level of 4.4σ. Figure 9c shows a variation in δDM values over time. The overall variation in δDM is about 0.005 pc cm −3 over a span of 661 days. To understand the variation in DM, we plot the solar elongation of this pulsar during our observation period (Figure 9c ), which changes periodically, different from both α and δDM trends. The closest angular distance of PSR B2217+47 from the Sun is about 50 • which does not affect the pulsar DM significantly. Since both scattering index and δDM values vary with time, we test if they are correlated using Spearman rank-order correlation. We estimate the correlation index between the α and δDM values equal to −0.56 (Pvalue = 0.003), implying a negative correlation between them. We also estimate the correlation index between δDM values and scattering timescales at multiple frequencies. For the higher frequency bands, there is a positive correlation with the similar magnitude as α, thus confirming our expectation that variation in DM affects the scattering timescale (see Equation 1 and 2).
Discussion & Conclusion
We will now summarize our results and discuss what information is gained from time evolution of scattering parameters. We will also discuss how our results align with the thin screen model and the underlying assumptions.
Scattering Spectral Index Distribution
Assuming that the scattering time follows a power law (see Equations 1 and 2), we performed a weighted least-squares fit to estimate the spectral indices for the pulsars in our sample. Our results show that α values except for two pulsars in our sample show deviations from the theoretical power law. Scattering spectral index allows us for an estimate of electron density index (β; see Equation 4). Table 3 summarizes the scattering spectral index median value and β for our sample of pulsars. Since Equation 4 is only applicable for α > 4, we have been able to obtain this only for PSR B0329+54 and PSR B1822−09 (see Xu et al. 2017 for more details).
The α measurements for PSR B0329+54 and PSR B1822−09 are consistent with the theoretical value of 4.4 for a Kolmogorov distribution. Our median α value for these pulsars slightly differs from α values of 4.3 ± 0.1 and 5.0 ± 0.5, respectively, as reported in KK17. The reason for this discrepancy is likely a result of a different IPM. They have used the 87 MHz profile with no frequency evolution for the IPM whereas we have used a higher frequency (151 MHz) with frequency evolution (refer Section 4.3 and 4.4). We also note that assuming no frequency evolution overestimates the τ sc and hence, the value for α.
PSR B0823+26 has the lowest value of α, 1.55 ± 0.40 among all the pulsars. We compare this observation with scattering measurement done by Kuzmin & Losovsky (2007) where they report the α value for this pulsar is 3.68 (no error bar reported). This is quite different from our observation, however, their value was obtained using only two frequencies, which makes it less reliable. Another way of obtaining scattering spectral index is by using spectral dependence of the decorrelation bandwidth, as done by Daszuta et al. (2013) for PSR B0823+26. The decorrelation bandwidth is related to the scattering time by 2πτ sc δν d = C 1 , where ν d is the decorrelation bandwidth. They have found this value to be 3.94 ± 0.36, which also differs significantly from our observation. However, this decorrelation bandwidth measurement is at higher frequencies (> 300 MHz) which raises a question of if the scattering index varies with frequency.
Other pulsars with a large α deviation from theoretical expectations are B1839+56 and B0919+06 with estimated median values of 2.70 ± 0.16 and 2.88 ± 0.18, respectively. We compare our α measurement for B0919+06 with Kuzmin & Losovsky (2007) , where they have reported a value of 3.05 ± 0.08. This agrees with our measurement within the error bars, and compared to PSR B0823+26 is likely to be more reliable since it was obtained using three frequencies.
PSR B2217+47 has a median α value of 3.58 ± 0.10. This is lower than the theoretical value for a Gaussian distribution of 4, but closer to that theoretical expectation than α values for four pulsars in our sample. Similar to PSR B0329+54 and B1822−09, our α value for B2217+47 agrees with values reported in the literature (4.2 ± 0.1, see KK17) but is slightly higher than our median due to a different IPM. For PSR B1839+56 and PSR B1842+14, this is the first time scattering spectral index has been estimated. In this study, we have considered no frequency evolution for three pulsars (for example PSR B0823+26, see Table 2 ) in our sample for which we suggest that the reported values should be on the higher end.
Scattering Results
Pulsar α β B0329+54 4.05 ± 0.14 3.95 B0823+26 1.55 ± 0.09 .. B0919+06 2.83 ± 0.18 .. B1822−09 4.18 ± 0.13 3.83 B1839+56 2.70 ± 0.16 .. B1842+14 3.24 ± 0.11 .. B2217+47 3.58 ± 0.10 .. Table 3 : α and β values are median values obtained in this study. α and β are scattering index and electron density index, respectively ( refer Equation 3 and 4).
Deviation from theoretical models
PSR B0823+26 is the nearest source in our sample and shows large deviations in the scattering index from the thin screen model. There are three possible explanations for this observation. First, this pulsar shows intrinsic variation such as nulling, sub-pulse drifting, and mode switching, which may affect the average profile and hence, the evaluation of scattering time. This pulsar also has a small scattering time in comparison to PSR B1822−09 even though both sources have the same DM. The second explanation for this observation is that since scattering time is small in comparison to the pulse width, it is difficult to obtain the true scattering time and hence, we get a flatter index. The third explanation is based on inner scale effects. Since at lower frequencies the diffraction scale can become smaller than the inner scale, which causes a flatter spectra as compared to the theoretical model. This explains the discrepancy in observed α value with that reported in Daszuta et al. (2013) since they had observed it at a higher frequency, implying steeper spectra.
As mentioned in the introduction, deviation from the theoretical models has been observed in many scattering observations across all ranges of DM, more often for high DM pulsars (Lewandowski et al. 2013 (Lewandowski et al. , 2015 . KK17 claim that α estimates for DMs < 50 pc cm −3 are in good agreement with those expected for a Kolmogorov spectrum with an average value of 3.9 ± 0.5. However, on an individual basis these sources show a deviation from the expected value.
There are various plausible explanations for these deviations. First of all, the thin screen model assumes an infinite thin screen. This assumption seems valid in the case of medium-range DMs. For large DMs, the probability of having multiple screens increases, hence, the assumption of the thin screen becomes less valid. In the literature, most of the scattering studies (Lewandowski et al. 2013 (Lewandowski et al. , 2015 have been conducted for high DM pulsars (DM> 300 pc cm −3 ), where α < 4 have been attributed to multiple finite scattering screens. For the low DM sources, the scattering screen can be finite which can lead to α values less than or equal to 4.0 (Cordes & Lazio 2001) . Spectra with α < 4, are expected as a result of finite scattering screen by Rickett et al. (2009) and anisotropic scattering mechanisms by Stinebring et al. (2001) .
In a recent simulation study, Geyer & Karastergiou (2016) find that for anisotropic scattering, spectral index of scattering time is < 4with the infinite and finite screen. Anisotropy in scattering implies elongated scattering angle in one direction as compared to other direction. However, the effect of anisotropy would be more distinctive in the case of image broadening as compared to temporal broadening. We note that in case of PSR B2217+47 where we see a change in scattering index with time, its velocity along Declination is only 2.5 times the RA which makes it difficult to interpret if the observed trend is due to change in anisotropy. We discuss this source further in more detail in Section 5.3. In order to conclusively determine the effect of anisotropy, in addition to measuring the temporal broadening, we either need to image the source simultaneously or study its dynamic spectrum.From this study, we suggest that low DM pulsars do not always follow Kolmogorov distribution or the Gaussian distribution. It is likely due to the deviation of the scattering model from the thin screen model even for the nearby pulsars.
Apart from DM, another important factor that will likely affect the scattering is the location of a pulsar in the Galaxy. Among the previous studies, Lewandowski et al. (2015) report no correlation between the scattering spectral index and the distance or the position of the source in our Galaxy. Similarly, KK17 do not suggest any trend in their data with respect to the location in our Galaxy and emphasize that to draw conclusions from such a plot, we need DM-independent distance measurements.
Time Evolution of Scattering parameters
The main focus of this paper is to study the evolution of α with time and to understand it in more detail we also obtain variation in DM in parallel for the same epochs. In our sample of seven pulsars, only B2217+47 shows a significantly varying α, whereas we see a variation in DM for all pulsars except PSR B1839+56. This variation in DM can be periodic, linear or a combination of both depending on the underlying effects. A linear trend in DM can be explained either due to the change in LOS due to the proper motion of a pulsar or a change in distance to the screen along the LOS (Petroff et al. 2013; Lam et al. 2016) . Periodic variation in DM can be attributed to either ionosphere or the solar wind. We estimated the contribution of the ionosphere to DM which is of the order of < 10 −4 pc cm −3 , about 10 times smaller than the DM variations we measured, hence would not affect our observations. We used an IONEX Global Ionosphere Model 6 to model the slant total electron content in the ionosphere and converted that to a DM since they are the same measurement with different units. From our observations we note that solar wind will affect the DM for the slow pulsars with a minimum solar elongation of about 15 • .
For PSR B0823+26, the δDM plot shows periodic variation, which is mainly due to the change in solar elongation angle. Similarly, for B1822−09, we see smooth periodic rises and dips due to change in angular distance to the Sun, as well as an overall change of 0.001 pc cm −3 per year in δDM. This implies a slight variation in the column density along the LOS.
We note that we have derived these DM values from timing solutions which also depend on the intrinsic properties of a pulsar including the ISM. In such cases, the derived DM values may not represent the actual DM of the ISM. This is true for PSR B0329+54 and B0919+06 for which intrinsic variations in pulsar cause large timing residuals. The δDM plot for PSR B0329+54 shows variation in δDM, however, the actual variation is in the timing residuals due to the possibility of planets in its orbit (Starovoit & Rodin 2017) . The δDM variation for B0919+06 also includes variation in pulsar frequency derivative. Since the trend in δDM for both pulsars are due to intrinsic reasons, this requires further investigation and is beyond the scope of this paper. This, however, is beyond the scope of this analysis.
We expect a change in DM due to the change in LOS will also affect the scattering spectral index. This is the case of PSR B2217+47 which shows a decrement in α values with time. The α and δDM are anti-correlated and the scattering time at higher frequencies is positively correlated with δDM ( Figure 9 ). This pulsar is known to have an additional component, a trailing component in the main pulse (Michilli et al. 2018 ). However, we do not see this additional component at our frequencies. We see a similar change in DM as reported in Michilli et al. (2018) of 0.004pc cm −3 over the same duration. This implies that this pulsar is encountering a gas cloud with a higher density and its structure is changing, which is affecting the pulse broadening.
We note that variations in DM may not affect the scattering spectral index if the motion is parallel to the LOS since the ISM structure would remain the same along the LOS (Lam et al. 2016 ). In the case of PSR B1842+14, there is a change in DM but no variation in the scattering index. This implies that this change is likely due to a change in electron density along the LOS and the structure of ISM remains the same.
Summary
We present a study of scattering spectral index and DM variation for seven pulsars over the timescale of ∼ 3 years using the LWA1. This is the first time a systematic evolution of α has been reported according to our survey of the literature. Most of the pulsars in our sample exhibit constant α throughout the observations with the slope value consistent with zero. The exception to this is PSR B2217+47 where we measure a decrement in α over our observation period of three years which anti-correlates with a change in DM. For PSR B0823+26, we obtain the smallest α value of 1.55 ± 0.40, indicating inner scale effects.
The median scattering spectral index for five of the seven studied pulsars is below 4, implying deviation from both Gaussian and Kolmogorov inhomogeneities for DM < 50 pc cm −3 . α measurements at lower frequencies and their deviations from theoretical models have led to an improved understanding of correlations between ISM structure and pulsar scattering, but the detailed structure of the ISM and the physical interpretation still remain unclear. Anisotropy is another likely explanation for these deviations in scattering spectral index. However, to effectively understand the anisotropy in the ISM, we need to study the dynamic spectra parallel to the temporal broadening for a larger sample of pulsars. More observations of other pulsars at these low frequencies will be helpful in understanding the distribution of scattering spectral index with DM. Similarly, DM-independent distance measurements will be helpful in obtaining the scattering index distribution across the Galaxy. We include scattering time to show its correlation with δ DM (see section 4.7).
